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Comparing Like 
with Like?

1



What Will It Measure?

How Will It Measure It?
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Interaction Between Credit and ESG is Complex

• Cash flows
• Capex
• Share price
• Bond price
• CDS
• Dividends
• Investability
• Growth

• Carbon impact
• Social impact
• Human rights
• Disclosure
• Transparency
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How Do Scopes Differ?

Credit Ratings ESG Risk Ratings ESG Impact Ratings

Specific event – debt default Wide range of projected financial 
outcomes

Broadest range of performance 
metrics

Outcomes aligned Outcomes may conflict materially Limited outcome alignment

Objectively measurable ex post Objectively measurable ex post Subjectively measurable ex post

Inputs consistently disclosed via 
IFRS/USGAAP

Input disclosure largely consistent 
and observable

Input disclosure framework and 
adherence varies substantially



Old Technology

Credit Ratings

2
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• Vulnerability to Default

• Non-linear scale

• Payment of debt

What Do Credit Ratings Mean?
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Default Outcomes Are Heavily Bar-belled

Even Credit Ratings Have Limits

Annual Actual                         Average Annual

BB B CCC



Financial or Impact?

Pick your Scope

ESG Ratings

3
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1. Differences of opinion on:

• Scope – What is Analysed?

• Weight – Which Elements are Important?

• Measurement – How the Analysis is Scaled?

2. Interoperability and predictive quality unproven

Engage with caution

ESG Financial Risk Ratings
ESG Risk Ratings plotted against each other…

Source: Berg, Kölbel, Rigobon, MIT, 2022
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Are Impact Scopes Simpler?

Make sure you can manage 
to the signals you use.

Use a complementary 
system –

e.g. understandable 
Financial risks (default), 

partnered with clear, scored 
Impact risks (ESG).
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ESG Impact Ratings – What Do They Cover for?

Grades

Company Description 10% Analytical Overview

Business Activities 45%* Environmental, Social, Overall Strategy

Environmental 15% Disclosure, Evolution, Risk & Incident, Supply Chain

Social 15% Community & Customers, Diversity, Human Rights, Labour
Rights, Risk & Incident, Supply Chain

Governance 15% Financial & Reporting, Remuneration, Risk Management, Tax 
Management, Control Measures

Sustainable Development Goals - List relevant UN SDGs

Each individual feature of a company’s profile can be scored, with segment scores then rolled up in 
aggregate scores 

*weighted by profit contribution and then 65% Environmental and 35% Social
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Incorporating into an Investment Analysis

ESG Instrument 
Rating

The Entity rating is filtered 
using the Framework rating 
to generate a bond- or loan-
level ESG Rating

Importantly, the 
methodology also allows 
you to compare bonds with 
no Framework against GSS 
and SL bonds.
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Framework ESG Ratings – What Do They Cover?

Green, Social, Sustainability (GSS) Sustainability-Linked

Use of Proceeds I 40% KPI Selection 25%

Use of Proceeds II 10% Performance Targets 20%

Project Evaluation 15% ESG Features 25%

Management of Proceeds 15% Reporting 15%

Reporting 20% Verification 15%

Framework Ratings track how effectively the bond adheres to a range of international framework 
expectations.  The three main types are Green, Social and Sustainability (GSS); the more activist 
Sustainability-Linked (SL) which have concrete targets, and Conventional bonds.

= more objective, but consistency in weights is important
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Credit Ratings – give a single point 
opinion, on a single vector of the 
entity, relating to a very unlikely 
event (vulnerability to default).

ESG Impact Ratings – provide 
multiple sub-scores and data points, 
which can be customised to 
‘increase the signal’ for your 
preferred  focus.

Credit Ratings – very limited 
differentiation between 
instruments based on 
documentation.

ESG Impact Ratings – a rich filter of 
scores at the instrument level on 
both documentation and other ESG 
topics.

Credit Ratings – can best be used to 
draw binary cut-off points on 
individual issuers based on risk 
tolerance.  

ESG Impact Ratings – can be used to 
mix-and-match more effectively.  
Blending is much less vulnerable to 
loss events

Adaptation - Different Types of Opinions, So Use Them Differently…

Make a virtue of the wide variety of ESG measures available.



How the Two 
Concepts Interact

Blending?

4
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Can* You Identify When One Impacts the Other?

Identifying precisely when 
ESG can impact a credit 
rating can build a bridge 
between the two worlds.

*ESMA guidelines within the EU require disclosure of this 
impact, as of March 2020
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Relevance Scoring

4 5

Conceptually 
inapplicable for the 

sector

Conceptually 
applicable for the 
sector, but highly 
unlikely to ever 
impact a rating.

Conceptually 
applicable for the 

sector, but not 
currently affecting 

the rating, either 
through active 

management or 
limited individual 

relevance.

Has become a factor 
in the rating, but 
does not directly 

lead to a change in 
outlook or rating.

Has actively driven a 
rating or outlook 

change.

Baseline neutral valueLowest relevance Credit-relevant to an issuer

Air Quality Water Management Environmental Impact Customer Welfare Employee Wellbeing Operations Execution

Energy Management Hazardous Materials Community Relations Labour Relations Social Impact Governance

Group Structure Transparency
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A New Level of Navigator Disclosure

Sector-specific considerations for that 
ESG factor Associated Criteria Elements

ESG Elements
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Hyper-granularity

• Over 140,000 datapoints; 10,000+ issuers 
or transactions

• Bulk of scores are ‘3’

• Governance consistently the most 
impactful

• Orders of magnitude broadly comparable 
across most asset classes

• Very small minority (1%-6%) of scores are 
positive in nature
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Levels of ‘4’ and ‘5’ Scores by Portfolio, as at Jan. 1, 2022
Corporates

Financial Institutions
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Levels of ‘4’ and ‘5’ Scores by Portfolio, as at Jan. 1, 2022
Structured Finance & Covered Bonds

Public Finance & Infrastructure



• Choose Your Target

• Know the Scope

• Maximise Your Hit Rate



Appendix

5
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Presence

 New Fitch brand created in 
September 2021. 

 Analytical presence in Europe, North 
America, Latin America and Asia

 Worked on coverage since Q2 2021. 
Unsolicited ratings across leverage 
finance and labelled bond universe 
(including structured finance)

 Yearly monitored ESG Ratings at 
entity and ISIN level

Current Coverage

$460 billion / 715 labelled bonds

 Green (77%), Social (9%), Sustainable 
(11%), KPI-linked (3%)

191
Corporates

 112 finalized, rest under review
 EMEA (60%), Americas (26%), APAC (14%)

78
Financial Institutions

 30 finalized, rest under review
 EMEA (62%), Americas (17%), APAC (21%)

Sustainable Fitch: Presence and Coverage
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Appendix: Fitch Group ESG Solutions

 Credit risk analysis: credible 
downside credit risk scenario. 
Climate change  limited to 2 degrees 
warming by 2050

 Time series of comparative scores of 
credit risk vulnerability for sectors, 
entities and debt instruments

 Time-profiled scores at regular 
intervals from 2025 to 2050. Unique 
granular view for investors looking to 
manage longer term ESG credit risks

 Based on the UN-backed Principles 
for Responsible Investment’s 
Inevitable Policy Response scenario, 
refined and adjusted for the in-depth 
sector knowledge of credit analysts

 Articulate the level of influence of 
an environmental, social or 
governance issue on a credit 
rating decision.

 Forward looking and based on the 
base case forecasts for the credit 
ratings of entities and 
transactions

 The scores cover Environmental, 
Social and Governance (E, S and G, 
respectively) risks under a 
transparent sector based, cross-
asset, global framework

 Sector templates articulate  credit 
relevant ESG risks

 Holistic ESG analytical tools that 
help market players to discriminate 
the ESG quality of financial 
instruments and companies/issuers

3 main pillars: 

 ESG Entity Rating, with ESG peer 
comparison tool

 ESG Framework Rating for Green, 
Social, Sustainability,  Sustainability-
linked bonds and loans

 ESG Instrument Rating (bond and 
loans); framework and conventional 
bonds and loans. Considers ESG 
credentials of the issuer and  debt 
instrument; allows comparability.

 Dedicated global ESG Research team 
based across 3 continents who cover 
thematic and cross-sector ESG credit 
risk, as well as supporting credit 
analysts with themed issuer and 
transaction specific research

 Thematic reports analysing ESG 
themes at a macro-level, a sector 
level, and an entity / transaction level 
with an emphasis on how they are 
likely to affect sectors and entities 
from a credit perspective

 The ESG Research team prioritize 
emerging ESG themes that are most 
material and likely to disrupt 
industries and business models 

ESG ResearchESG Relevance Scores
ESG Ratings /Scores –

Analysis & Reports
ESG Vulnerability Scores

Short-term Medium-termLong-term Short-term Medium-term

ESG-integrated Credit Research & Analysis Pure ESG Analysis & Reports

Sector / Entity / Transaction Sector / Entity / Transaction Sector / Thematic Entity / Debt / Transaction

Second Party Opinions 
(SPOs)

 Measures the alignment of a particular 
bond framework with the ICMA Green, 
Social and Sustainability-linked bond 
guidelines

 Applicable to bonds and loans

 Sustainability-linked bonds have  
particular challenges.

 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
Selection: Relevance, Representative of 
the Entity, Externally verifiable, Material 

 Calibration of Sustainability 
Performance Targets (SPTs): Ambition, 
Science-base, Aliggnment with Entity

 Bond characteristics: Coupon
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Rating Scales: ESG Relevance Scores Versus ESG Ratings

ESG Relevance Scores

1 Irrelevant to ratings and sector 

2 Irrelevant to ratings; Relevant to the sector 

3
Minimally relevant to ratings, either very low 
impact or actively mitigated in a way that results in 
no impact on ratings.  

4
Relevant to the rating; not a key rating driver on 
itself but has an impact on ratings in combination 
with other factors.  

5
Highly relevant, a key rating driver that has a 
significant impact on an individual basis.  

ESG Instrument Rating 

1 100-87.5

Excellent

Entity:
• Business, Strategy & Management and 

integration of ESG considerations into these.
• Business activities: allignment with science-

based taxonomies and ESG 

Framework / Instrument
• Use of Proceeds: framework structure and 

proceeds destination.

2 87.5-62.5 Good

3 62.5-37.5 Average

4 37.5-12.5 Sub-Sverage

5
12.5-0.0 Poor
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